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Enforcement of “Interlocking Directorates” Accelerates With 
DOJ-Announced Resignations and FTC Consent Agreement 
Companies should take a proactive approach as US antitrust agencies continue to enforce 
Section 8 of the Clayton Act. 
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the US Department of Justice (DOJ) Antitrust Division (the 
Division) have concurrent authority to enforce Section 8 of the Clayton Act.1 Both US antitrust agencies 
have recently prioritized that law.2 Last year, we previewed the Division’s investigation of private equity 
(PE) sponsors in connection with potential interlocking directorates among portfolio companies.3  

Since then, the Division has announced 15 board seat resignations from 11 companies, including a set of 
respective directors at Pinterest and Nextdoor.4 On the same day, the FTC announced its first 
enforcement action under Section 8 in over 40 years. That action, however, diverges from the Division’s 
enforcement practice to date during the Biden administration. While the Division has relied on informal, 
voluntary resignations to address its concerns, the FTC consent order reflects a likely return to more 
formal enforcement procedures that US antitrust agencies pursued over 40 years ago.  

We summarize these recent developments below and provide a refresher on the framework applicable to 
director and officer interlocks. Both the FTC and DOJ are now on the books enforcing Section 8 during 
the Biden administration. Whether we will continue to observe distinct enforcement approaches remains 
to be seen. For companies, the practical reality remains the same: Proactive engagement is critical to 
ensure compliance, and companies should be prepared to answer questions from either agency.  

Section 8 Refresher 
Section 8 of the Clayton Act prohibits a board-appointed officer or director from serving on the board or 
on the management of a competing corporation.5 There are three primary conditions for an interlock as a 
matter of the statutory text: 

1. A “person” must serve on the board or as an officer of two corporations. 

2. The two corporations must be actual, horizontal competitors. 

3. Each of the two corporations must have a net worth of over $45,257,000 (as adjusted for annual 
inflation).  

https://www.lw.com/en/practices/antitrust-and-competition
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Section 8 is a per se statute, which means the degree of competitive overlap or the likelihood of 
anticompetitive effects is not relevant to determining a technical interlock. The proof is in the pudding, 
however, and whether two corporations overlap presents challenges of market definition.6 At least one 
court has indicated a relaxed standard for determining whether two corporations compete for the 
purposes of this law.7  

Even if an interlock exists, a de minimis exception applies if8: 

• either corporation’s competitive sales are less than $4,535,700 (as adjusted for inflation); 

• either corporation’s competitive sales are less than 2% of its total sales; or 

• each corporation’s competitive sales are less than 4% of its total sales. 

“Total sales” refers to the corporation’s gross revenue for all products and services sold by the 
corporation during its last completed fiscal year. “Competitive sales” are limited to the products and 
services sold by “one corporation in competition with the other.”  

Recent Developments 

DOJ Enforcement in Pinterest/Nextdoor 
The Pinterest/Nextdoor enforcement action illustrates the Division’s continued resolution of potentially 
interlocking directorates through voluntary resignations.9 In all 15 of the Division’s publicly announced 
interlocking directorate resignations during the Biden administration, the parties have resigned a board 
seat (or declined to exercise board appointment rights) without the directors or the company admitting to 
liability.10 In contrast to earlier Section 8 press releases, in which the Division previewed a potential area 
of competitive overlap, the Division’s most recent press release lacks similar detail on the perceived 
interlock, but states a clear position that the companies are “[c]ompetitors sharing … directors in violation 
of Section 8.”11 The Division reiterated that “[e]nforcement involving interlocking directorates will continue 
to be one of the top priorities of the Antitrust Division.”12  

FTC Consent Order in EQT/Quantum 
Since the early 1990s, the FTC has relied exclusively on informal enforcement measures, such as 
voluntary compliance and voluntary divestiture of potentially interlocking directorates, to resolve Section 8 
concerns.13 The FTC’s consent order in EQT/Quantum signals a departure from this recent historical 
enforcement practice and a return to a prosecutorial approach last pursued in the 1970s and 1980s. 
During that period, the FTC pursued more formal and prospective prohibitions on interlocking 
directorates, including following voluntary resignations of interlocks.14 Moreover, the EQT/Quantum 
consent arose in connection with a transaction-specific investigation, highlighting that companies must 
consider not only stand-alone Section 8 compliance, but also whether transaction agreements or 
transaction structures implicate Section 8.15  

Conclusion 
Renewed Section 8 enforcement has percolated since the beginning of the Biden administration. 
Recent developments suggest that Section 8 is here to stay and remains an important enforcement 
priority for both the Division and the FTC. For companies and directors, Section 8 risks extend beyond 
ordinary compliance to transaction-specific considerations that should be evaluated in diligence and 
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properly structured to mitigate risks. Companies and directors must take a proactive approach to 
Section 8 to properly calibrate risks and be prepared to respond to questions from either agency. 

Latham & Watkins will continue to report on the focus of antitrust enforcement agencies on Section 8 
issues and other developments in this area. 
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